
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov/Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 1st Semester BE/BTECH 

CS6151 - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING  
Part – A 
Unit – 1  

1. Expand ENIAC, ABC, EDVAC, EDSAC and UNIVAC. 
2. Define Computer.  
3. Define Data and Information.  
4.  Expand the following (i) IC (ii) SSI (iii) MSI (iv) LSI (v) VLSI 
5. What is pseudo code? What are the rules for writing pseudocode?  
6. Give some applications of computers. 
7. Give any two reasons why human beings are better than computers.  
8. List out the advantages of algorithm  
9. Differentiate RAM and ROM.  
10. What are the rules for working pscudo code?  

Unit – 2 
1. What are the keywords?  
2. Define ‘C’ character set?  
3. What is Ternary operator?  
4. What is an operator and operand?  
5. What is the difference between ‘=’ and ‘==’operator?  
6. What is a global variable?  
7. What are the type modifiers available in ‘C’? 
8. Give the significance of CONTINUE & BREAK statement with example.  
9. Give the syntax and usage of sizeof() operator.  
10. Write any four escape sequences in C?  
11. Differentiate getchar() and scanf() functions.  
12. What is type casting?  

Unit – 3 
1. What is a String/ String Literal?  
2. How a sting can be initialized?  
3. Define sorting  
4. What is Multidimensional array?  
5. Define searching 
6. Enumerate the importance of terminationg null character.  
7. Explain Quicksort with an example.  
8. Explain Mergesort with an example. 
9. What are the features of an arrays.  
10. What is array of string?  

Unit – 4 
1. What are the uses of pointers? Features of pointers. 
2. What is the difference between array and pointer?  
3. List the characteristics of array?  
4. What is a Function? 



 

 

5. What is the difference between scanf() and gets() function? 
6. What is null pointer  
7. What is dynamic memory allocation? Explain the use of malloc() in a program  
8. What are the arithmetic operation that are not possible on a pointer variable  
9. What is actual parameter and formal parameter  
10. Differentiate call by value and call b reference  
11. What is the need for user defined function  
12. What is a void pointer? 

 

Unit – 5 
1. Differentiate between Structure and Union. 
2. Purpose of union  
3. How is structure initialized  
4. Given an example for nested structure (structure within structure)  
5. Write a C program to find size of a structure.  
6. Write a C program to find size of a union.  
7. Is it possible to place a return statement anywhere in a C Program?  
8. What is the difference between array and structure?  
9. Is it possible to initialize the structure members during the structure definition? Justify your answer  
10. How can we access the members of a structure object?  
11. List the header files in ‘C’ language.  

Part - B 
UNIT – 1   

1. Write in detail about the evolution  and the various generations digital of computers 
2. Explain the Basic computer organization using a neat diagram.  
3. What are the characteristics of the computer?  
4. What do you mean by the Pseudo code and an algorithm, flow chat? Give example (i) find the sum of n numbers 
(ii) to display the grade of a particular student. 

UNIT -2  
1. What is the basic structure of C PROGRAM?  
2. Explain with example unformatted Input and Output statements in C language  
3. Write about the need and types of looping statements in C language and discuss with examples.  
4. What are the different operators available in C? Explain with examples  
5. Write about the need and types of branching statements in C language and discuss with examples  
6. Explain the different data types in ‘C’ with examples. 

UNIT -3  
 
1. Explain two dimensional arrays? Write a C program for matrix addition .What is an array? How to declare and 
initialize a two dimensional array in C  
2. Explain the need for array variables. With respect to arrays, describe the following Declaration of arrays, One 
dimensional array and accessing an array element.  
3. Explain the following string functions I) strcmpi() ii) strrev() iii) strlwr() iv) strupr() v) strnset() vi) strcmp() vii) 
strcpy() viii) strcat() ix) strlen() x) strset() 



UNIT – 4 
 

1. “Explain the following with example programs. 
 i. Function with no arguments and no return values. 
ii. Function with arguments and with return value. 
iii. Function with no arguments and with return value.  

iv.Explain function with and without arguments with examples for each. 
2. Function Definition with example 
3. Explain the concept of  Call by Value / Call by reference Call by Value Or  pass by value / pass by reference with 

suitable example.  

4. What is recursion? Explain the concept of recursion  
5. What are the advantages of using pointers? How are pointers declared and initialized? How the value of a 
variable is accessed using pointers? Give example programs 

 
6. Explain the following with example programs. i. Pointer to pointer ii. Pointer and array 

UNIT – 5  

1. What is storage class? List and explain with example or Explain the concept of storage classes with example 
2. Explain the role of C Preprocessor and describe file inclusive directive  
3. What is a Structure? Give is syntax and explain it with an example.  
4. Explain about unions with suitable examples. 
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